Borderless dentist is an very international organization
that I have met volunteers from different countries. We
speak different language but we share the same
values, Love and Care the people around us. The
founder of Borderless dentist, Dr.Taka, is an excellent
dentist with good heart who is willing to devote his
previous time and effort to help the minority. I
appreciated his selflessness and generosity deeply.

The activities were very diverse and meaningful,
from teaching the Kids how to brush the teeth to
providing extraction and restoration treatment,
monitoring the teeth conditions . The kids and
teacher from all refugee schools were super
friendly that we enjoyed a lot and shared the
happiness together.
The kids were so adorable and surprisingly
cooperative! I love every kids! How could they
brush so happily? They kept smiling to me when I
was teaching toothbrushing! The teachers were
super helpful for the translation and arrangement.
It was happy to see that the teachers put
emphasis on the oral health education!
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